
The Nashua Watch Company

Men and machines that built the first 

mass produced precision watch



The Cast in Waltham

• Royal E. Robbins

• William H. Keith

• Aaron L. Dennison

• Nelson P. Stratton

• Charles S. Moseley

• Albert T. Bacon

• Charles W. Fogg

• Charles Vander Woerd

• James Gooding

• J. H. Gerry

• Josiah Morehouse

• Charles Blake

• James Fairchild

• Frank Robbins

1859 following Merger of Appleton Tracy and the Waltham 

Improvement Company to form the American Watch Co.



The “Raid” on Waltham

• Bingham spent most of the year 1859 in Waltham working with 

Stratton

• Belding Dart Bingham persuaded Stratton to join him and 

recruit key operatives from Waltham to staff the new factory.

• Stratton had been developing Waltham’s new high grade thin 

model watch.

• R. E. Robbins terminated the high grade watch effort to focus 

development on the 1857 model cost reduction.



Belding Dart Bingham

• Bingham was a clockmaker and 

jeweler in Nashua, New 

Hampshire

• Produced a range of clocks 

between 1845 and 1855 

probably with backing from S. 

W. “Col.” Noyes

– Astronomical Regulators

– Wall Regulators

– Fusee Dial Clocks
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Nelson Pitkin Stratton

• Stratton was the Master 
Watchmaker and assistant 
Superintendent at Waltham.

• He had bailed out Dennison with 
his redesign of Dennison’s watch 
into the standard full plate design 
that eventually became the 1857 
model

• Stratton was working on the new 
Thin Model when the flight to 
Nashua took place

• The 1859 model was the first use 
of “American Watch Co” as a 
grade name at Waltham



Charles S. Moseley

• Moseley was the Master 
Mechanic at Waltham and was 
given the same job at Nashua

• He invented the Nashua 3 
bearing lathe



Charles Vander Woerd

• Charles Vander Woerd and 

Charles Moseley were 

actually equals at Nashua.

• The standards as illustrated 

by these collet gauges were 

likely Woerd’s concept.

Nashua Collet Gauges



The Nashua Watch Co.

• Nashua Watch Co. was formed with a capitalization of 

$100,000. Only about $50,000 was actually paid in.

• Officers:

– Virgil Gilman – President 

– Thomas Lovell – Secretary

– Leonard P. Noyes – Treasurer 

• Construction of equipment began in the spring of 1860

• By 1863 production had begun



Nashua Watch Co. Operations

• Department Heads

– N. P. Stratton – Superintendent 

– B. D. Bingham – Master Watchmaker / Finishing Department

– C. S. Moseley – Master Mechanic

– C. V. Woerd – Mechanic / Train Department

– James Gooding – Balance Making

– J. H. Gerry – Escapement Making

– Charles Blake – Plate Room

– Josiah Morehouse – Dial Painting

– James Fairchild – Gilding 

– Frank Robbins – Jewelling 



• 20 Size

• Stratton’s Patent

• Geneva Stop Works

• Sn 1001 – 1100 19J

• Sn 1201 – 1300 15J
– Most examples of both runs were finished as 19J American 

Watch Co. Grade by Waltham

– 19J Watches finished at Nashua are not jeweled in the center

– 15J Watches upgraded to 19J at Waltham have jeweled centers

The Nashua 

Watch

15 Jewel19 Jewel

Nashua 

watches 

courtesy of 

Jon Hanson 



Trouble in Paradise

• Nashua was successful in producing the 20 size watch in both 
19 jewels and 15 jewels.

• They succeeded in producing the machinery needed to 
manufacture the watches in volume.

• The trouble began as the transition from development to full 
production was taking place.

– The company was running short of cash and money was in short 
supply.

– The war effort was making capital difficult to obtain.

– The labor force was heavily recruited by the Springfield Armory, 
which was able to offer higher wages for regular machinists and 
finishers.

• The investors decided to salvage as much as possible from the 
investment.



Reconciliation

• Stratton, Noyce and the other Nashua investors approached 
R. E. Robbins about purchasing the Nashua operations.

• Robbins, together with Ambrose Webster and W. B. Learned 
visited the operation to assess its value

• The deal was closed and Fogg was placed in charge of 
operations in Nashua. 

• Material on hand was finished with American Watch Co. 
engraving and put on the market.

• Robbins also began construction of an addition to the factory 
in Waltham to house the people and machinery from Nashua.

• After about a year, the hands at Nashua moved to Waltham 
and established the Nashua Department.



Where Did They Go?

• Most of the Nashua operatives came to work for Waltham 

but having rebelled once, they were of a mind to explore 

other opportunities.

• The next few slide explore some of the developments at 

other watch companies.



Stratton and The London Office

• Stratton was too valuable to let go 
and too troublesome to have around 
so was sent to London to establish a 
base of operations there for Waltham.

• He established a good working 
relationship with Dennison and his 
Dennison Watch Case Co.

• This relationship lasted long after 
both men had died and succeeded in 
making the Waltham watch in a 
Dennison case the most widely 
carried watch in England.



Bingham and the 

Tremont Watch Co.

• B. D. Bingham joined Dennison at 
the Tremont Watch Co. 

• Bingham was the watchmaker for 
the U. S. Operations while 
Dennison ran the Swiss side of the 
business.

• Bingham’s dust ring invention 
was a major source of income for 
the new company.

• Dennison’s efforts to upgrade the 
line ran afoul of the backer’s 
desire to produce watches with 
more U. S. content.



Moseley and the 

Elgin Watch Co.

• Moseley was the technical leader at Elgin 

and designer of the Convertible Watch 

and the Lady’s Watch.

• Moseley formed a tool company with his 

brother that was a major lathe supplier 

and continues today as Hardinge 

Brothers.

• Moseley later worked to perfect the 

Adams & Perry watch design in 

Lancaster, Pennsylvania.



Woerd and the 

Nashua Department

• Charles Vander Woerd became the 

leader and major inventive force for 

the Nashua Department

• His patents covered everything from 

the high volume automatic screw 

machine through escapement 

improvements and watch designs

• The most commonly seen watch 

patent is for his escapement featuring 

a square roller jewel.

• Oddly, the patent is dated 10 years 

after the escapement first appeared.



The Nashua Department

• Fogg remained the superintendent of the Nashua Department 

for one year when it returned to Waltham.

• Charles Vander Woerd was made mechanical superintendent 

and succeeded Fogg as Department Superintendent.

• Bacon who had succeeded Stratton and Dennison was the 

General Superintendent.

• The Nashua Department operated completely separately 

from the “Full Plate Department” producing the 1857 model.

• In 1876 Woerd was named general superintendent and put in 

charge of all plant operations ending the independent 

operation of the Nashua Department.



First Generation Watches

• Waltham finished the bulk of the material produced at Nashua 
either during the first year in Nashua or during the next few 
years at Waltham.

• Waltham quickly developed the 16 size watch that was designed 
in Nashua.

• Fogg’s patented “Vibrating Hairspring Stud” regulator was 
applied to both the 20 size and 16 size watches.

• Watches that were actually begun at Nashua are distinguished by 
the crescent shaped guard on the center arbor.

• 19 jewel Nashua production has cap jewels on the pallet arbor 
and escape wheel. All other 19 jewel watches are center jeweled.



KW20

• The KW20 appears in 

American Watch Co., Appleton 

Tracy and Am’n grade.

• This example has the Waltham 

serial number 50028.

• The Nashua assembly number 

102 corresponds to Nashua 

serial number 1002



KW16

• The KW16 is virtually 
identical to the KW20 except 
for the plate size.

• All the wheels are 
interchangeable.

• This example is jeweled to the 
center with cap jewels on the 
escape wheel.



Vibrator

• Fogg’s Vibrating 

Hairspring Stud was 

intended to improve 

isochronism without 

requiring adjustment.

• In the American Watch 

Co. grade it is jeweled in 

the top pivot and increases 

the jewel count to 20 

jewels



Presidential Watches

• The President was authorized by 
Congress to present special watches to 
foreign ship captains who rescued 
American seamen.



Late KW16 and 

1868 Model

• The final keywind production 
replaced Stratton’s Patent with 
Fogg’s patent center pinion.

• The same design with the addition of 
keyless works is the 1868 model



Vander Woerd’s Dustproof

• Charles Vander Woerd was 
awarded a large number of 
patents during his time at 
Waltham. Many were for 
machinery and most of the 
watch patents were for smaller 
improvements.

• The dustproof patent was for a 
new design of watch plates 
without any pillars and greatly 
simplified bridge 
construction.

• The patent was awarded in 
1869



The 1870 Model

• The Nashua Department 
designed the first American 
Watch to be advertised for 
railroad use.

• It was a full plate watch 
that wound and set from the 
back.

• As stem winding became 
popular, the 1870 model 
was fitted with 5 different 
variations of stem wind 
mechanisms

– 1868 patent

– 1872 patent

– Button set

– Nail set

– Fitch’s patent



The 1872 Model

• The peak of development of the Nashua 
Department was the 1872 model.

• Many consider this to be Waltham’s 
highest achievement in watch making.

• This cluster is representative of the 
American grade with examples from:

–1st Run 670,012

–Woerd’s Pat Balance HC 
999,988

–Woerd’s Pat Balance OF 
1,427,909

–Two late examples with 
different damaskeening 
from the same run 
2,605,046 and 2,605,071



Smaller Watches

• Many beautiful smaller watches ranging 

from 6 size to 14 size were developed by 

the Nashua Department.

• The 10 size 1864 model was known as 

the  KW10 model. It followed the 

original 1861 KW10 ladies’ watch.

• 8 and 6 size watches were first 

introduced in 1873. This beautiful 

example was made for the Centennial 

Exhibition in Philadelphia.

• The 1874 model 14 size was used as the 

basic ebauche for the early Waltham 

chronographs and repeaters. It was 

followed by the improved 1884 model.

• The KW14 was first produced in 1876 

and was primarily for export to England 

where key winding was still preferred to 

keyless works.



Woerd’s Departure and the 

United States Watch Co.

• Charles Vander Woerd made a major 
success of the Nashua Department at 
Waltham, but eventually new ideas 
were needed and he was replaced by 
Ezra C. Fitch and Duane H. Church.

• Woerd joined the Nutting Brothers at 
the Waltham Watch Tool Company 
which soon became the United States 
Watch Co. of Waltham.

• His “Dome Model” produced at U. S. 
Watch Co. is generally considered his 
least notable achievement.

• Woerd left in 1887 to travel in semi-
retirement.



Later American Grade Watches

• With Woerd’s departure 

the last remnant of the 

Nashua Department was 

gone.

• The American Watch 

Co. grade that had been 

the original spark that 

fostered the Nashua 

Watch Co. remained for 

at least another 20 years.
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